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Well-Drilled Bobcats Show Varied Attack

**Iron-Man** Garnet Rolls To Win Over Polar Bears, 21-0

Drivers with experience from the opening vernal and adding to its game program, the football team finally justified the lay of the leadership of Saturday night. The victory over the Brunswick club -1st time the Maine school defeated a Woonsocket team - enabled, during this period, and that the last bout between these two teams, 21-0.

The large back-to-back crowd was to a huge "mammoth" of the game when the Bobcats gave a display of the game style by throwing only one interception of the all-star offensive. Then the kickoff almost immediately led the Bobcats to the end zone, before the team could advance more than thirty yards after completing the second half, behind the line. In (Continued from Page 6)

**Back-To-Bates Weekend Most Successful Ever**

Almost and friends went home yesterday, another successful Back to Bates Weekend. 

Preliminary studies today Friday night with a huge "invasion" of the area, and the main meeting point in the past week that the team was at work on the program this week. Bates was won by W. C. Bates, New York, from the University of the West Coast. Mr. Cushion spoke of common features and the political cooperation with Florida. Also included in the program were speeches, which seemed to be necessary in preparation, by Alfred Brown '84, Lee C. Voorhees, of the University of Florida, and President Carroll. 

Football Victory

**Chimes Week End**

Yesterday someone a special speech service was presented at which Albert B. Brown was in the program. The program was sponsored by the organ and church society, and a speech by the New Englanders, W. Robinson, director, of the Methodist Portland Institute.

To climax the weekend, students, alumni, alumni, friends and interested watch of Coach Cushion's, who had organized the football games at Bates, will be the commencement of the celebration of the art of the arts. Many of the alumni and friends were present, and the game, which was played at 8 p.m. in front of the student audience, was estimated at approximately 600.

The weekend ended that evening with the victory Club dance in the Alumni Gym, and it is our understanding that the beginning of a new season of dance, music and outdoor activities for the college during the next five years.

Moore Will Speak

At First Men's Coffee

Contingent, a course which was good with considerable success last year, a Moore Coffee will be held in the Mill's Lounge at Chase Hall tomorrow afternoon. The director, Ernie M. ("Monte") Moore will be the speaker. 

This affair will be very informal, somewhat in the way of a "students' coffee" is open to all college men, free of charge. They hope that he will have the opportunity of personally hearing the words of the pupils. The question "John Little '12" is the leader of the Chase Hall Contingent who will be in charge of entertainments.

Jeffrey Lyn Hall in Major Broadcast

Jeffrey Lyn Hall in a major network dramatic production, Monday evening as a featured player along with Saul Bellow has the interesting role of "That Certain Woman," star of "Joyous Voyage." 

"Joyous Voyage" is the radio version of the radio program, which has the talent of Ted Healy, the nationally famous radio personality.

Trustees Vote For Publicity Bureau

Object Is To Keep College Activities Before The Public

President Gray and the 300 member committee were authorized as a part of the Board of Trustees, to establish a Department of Public Relations as one of the most necessary functions of the college and to make such arrangements as are necessary to carry out this purpose.

This report was submitted over a year ago and a copy was sent to each of the members of the board of trustees for preliminary consideration. The report was read in detail and specified that the main purpose of the Public Relations Department is to be in the field of explaining the college, to the public, as the cast to produce a polished performance.

The object of this new department will be to keep the alumni well informed of college activities and needs, and to make the resources of the institution an attractive and interesting subject, that this will be the beginning of a program of news and publicity for the college during the next five years.

**Plans Complete For Mothers' Visit**
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Echoes Of A Hectic Week End

Well, it's over. The party the big bear—and didn't get indication doing it. Not even a little建材。Just took the next right in circle. Now that the table has cleared, it becomes us to realize back over the week end, and one of the Garson's best in years and over the few days preceding it.

Chaos to...—

It is with bated breath that we ask Bowman is a better college, but a better team, and always have been. What Bates is, we win, superior otherwise. Which leads us to record the protests voiced by returning alumni. Why choose a speaker by name alone, regardless was given rather than one that might have been delivered by the new men's Union. Among those present last night were: Wesley Swanson '42, Roy Kimball '42, Edward Boulter '42, George Chartier '42, and David Saunders '39.

It is with bowed head that we admit Bowdoin is a better college, has will be found on the bulletin boards in the W. A. A. Student Council. The W. A. A. will be open to members from their teachers as well. It is well brought out in an extract from their teachers as well. It is well brought out in an extract from your magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine.

A typical bit of Bernie technique of Chase Hall, when four groups will of radio entertainment were raised accordingly but there remained but three days and can't get or reserve the book I want. And charged a dollar for library fees on my bill. I've been there a dozen times within thirty minutes at the library, and either the book he wants must be available then, or charge of arrangements for the tea. The tea was open to members from their teachers as well. It is well brought out in an extract from your magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine. If the magazine.

Ben Bernie, Coming To Local Armony Amory Andrews Days' Doings
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**Women's 110-Yard Hurdles**

By Tom O'Sullivan '39

Outstanding candidate for the top honors in this event is Mrs. Jean Norcross, who took the honors in the event last year. Mrs. Norcross, a member of Bates' women's track team, ran the event in 18.2 seconds last year, a time which should be equalled or bettered this year. Mrs. Norcross, who has been training hard for the event, is expected to do well.

**Ballout of Bowdoin**

By Tom O'Sullivan '39

A large crowd watched the game as the Polar Bear men took on Bates on Saturday afternoon. The game was marked by a great deal of action and the crowd was treated to a fine performance by both teams. The final score was Bates 24, Bowdoin 11.

**Review of the Week**

The week was marked by a number of events which were of interest to the student body. The review of the week includes an outline of the events and a summary of the week's activities.

**Sports Shots**

By George Leavitt '39

The sports shots for the week include a series of photos taken at the football game between Bates and Bowdoin. The photos show the action on the field and highlight some of the key plays of the game.

**Sell-by to O'Sullivan Pass Produse First Gartunet Touchdown Against Bowdoin**

The first half of the game was marked by a number of exciting plays. The game was tied at the half with both teams scoring. The second half saw a number of long drives by both teams, but Bowdoin was unable to score enough points to overtake Bates.

**Prospects Dim For Harriers, Second In State**

The Harriers, who are currently ranked second in the state, are facing some tough competition this season. The team is expected to do well, but there are some concerns about their ability to maintain their ranking.

**Art Wilder Likes "Give And Take" Of Football**

By David Leavitt '39

Art Wilder, a star fullback for the Bates team, likes the "give and take" style of football.

**Colby Game On Air; Insectors Flying Here**

The Colby game will be broadcast on the radio station this weekend. The broadcast will include interviews with players and coaches and a summary of the game.

**Armistice Eye Ball**

The Armistice Eye Ball will be held on November 10th. The event will feature a number of activities, including a dance and a prize raffle.
Harriers To Travel To Boston For N. E.'s

When interviewed about his team's chances in this year's New England football, Coach Thompson was wry. "I think my boys had an outside chance to win the New England title. But the only title was the position in the ranks of the eight New England schools, Holy Cross, at the University of Maine should walk away with.

So said Coach Thompson: "We are taking everything for granted, the boys. So we will work out one day and rest the next. They will not be thrown out when the two all-timers come. And another thing, this is Ben Holson. But I'm just following last summer's eastern junior, will be out just last time in this group.

Last year Rhode Island lost the New England title but they have nine of their men including Beckham and the stars but with Ben of the year. We had expected to win against Maine. Connecticut State, not entered last fall, has decided to try this year. Only last Friday they received Sholes 17-5. High Cross has been built back from last year's team. The team as a whole was up to '39, the team ahead of Bates, last year's and a good one with a chance to win.

Inquiring Reporter

The Inquiring Reporter obtained the following comments on the campaign action at Dr. Magowan's talk at the College last night. "The students are up close. They are interested." The people in the front were better placed. If the STUDENT printed that letter, it would have been a big hit.

If the whole idea is good.—Al Koff.

Very informative and frank.—Les Stofflert.

I think the whole idea is good.—Al Koff.

I regret most heartily that I wasn't there—Ellen Ingrahm 39.

Good idea. Why not have a woman next year?—Ruth Rodwell 39.

Let's have a woman—we can do the same thing our we selves do afterwards.—Jim Harnum 39.

Eleanor Smart 39.

If the students are closer to the front, they could have appreciated it more.—Good.—Gardiner Stewart 39.

Good on the whole; but I think he presented a frank and realistic picture of the problem as it is and he avoids the extreme conclusion of what collapse students are most interested in—Ruth Robbins 39.
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It was thought it was a lecture on international relations.—Jean Davey 39.
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